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Partner search form 
For Creative Europe project applications 

Call 'Cultural cooperation projects in the western Balkans' 

Strand or category Strengthening cultural cooperation with and the 

competitiveness of cultural and creative industries in 

Western Balkan 

 

Cultural operator – who are you? 

Name of organisation YELO 

Country Croatia 

Organisation website www.yeloproduction.com 

Contact person Jelena Remetin +385981827016 

Organisation type Art Organization is active in the fields of multimedia, fine arts, 

film, music, theater, audiovisual and interdisciplinary cultural 

and artistic activities. 

Scale of the organization  

PIC number 896424337 

Aims and activities of the 

organisation 

Yelo -an Art Organization is active in the fields of multimedia, 

fine arts, film, music, theater, audiovisual and interdisciplinary 

cultural and artistic activities. Yelo uses the languages of 

contemporary art, media culture and new technologies as its 

expression. 

An Art organization Yelo produces and presents audiovisual and 

interactive works of local, regional and foreign authors, theater 

performances, sound, art and multimedia projects, organizes 

art workshops and seminars and publish publications related to 

the activity of the Art. Yelo participate in joint projects and 

cooperate with related domestic and foreign organizations. 

Role of the organisation in 

the project 

project leader  

Previous EU grants 

received 

 

 

Proposed Creative Europe project – to which project are you looking for partners? 

Sector or field Literature, New Technology, Sound, Contemporary arts, 

Cultural Heritage, Art Production, Audio-visual, Theater 

Description or summary of 

the proposed project 

Migration soundscript 2021-2024, a cultural arts program, 

aims to develop mutual relations and cultural cooperation, 

where the primary purpose is to develop Slavic languages used 

by all partner countries, two EU member states (Croatia and 

Slovenia) and four non-members (Serbia, North Macedonia, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro). 

"Migration soundscript 2021-2024" is based on a mobile 

application compatible with BEACON BLE terminals (Bluetooth 

Low Energy) / indoor and locations where signal is missing/, 

and geolocalisation and mapping/ outdoor. The mobile app 

activates in the public areas of the capitals of partner countries 

and used with headphones.  

The contents of the mobile app are unpublished short stories 

by authors from all partner countries, as well as project leader 



   

country, that have been specifically written by invitation, 

excerpts from the classic literature of the same countries, and 

a selection of the best short stories of high school students of 

all partner countries after online short story competition. The 

content should be inspired by urban stories through which it 

permeates its own view of the Slavic languages, its 

preservation, new forms of expression and new words, packed 

with the theme of work and migration in any sense; humans, 

animals, or energy or the use of new technologies., the length 

of a short story is average song length.  All content will be 

recorded with voice acting and sound design and adapted to 

the mobile application. At the same time, the entire content 

needs to be translated into English and recorded in the studio. 

The promotion of each branch of the mobile application and its 

contents within 48 months would travel from one partner 

country to other partner country. These promotion visits would 

include workshops for examples : on mother tongue, on Slavic 

languages and linguistic diversity, networking of literary 

expression and digitalization, their connection with young 

people and the future of the language, as well as developing 

the audience, but primarily establishing good-neighborly 

relations that comes from language, expression and 

communication in a completely new, innovative and fun way 

that is adaptable to a wide audience by being packed with new 

technology in everyone's pocket. The workshops may also 

include exhibitions, performances, meetings, concerts or 

performances that are closely related to the basic theme. We 

need an organization that represents your country and would 

be an integral part of the entire workflow and develop 5 

workflow packages (WP) of total 25WP for now. 

One of the five WPs (the principal) is the creation of content of 

your own country, that we, like a project leader country, can 

place it in the mobile application and help us with mapping of 

your capital city for an app. Migration Soundscript 2021-2024 

(Info: the same content will be placed in all partner capital 

cities with which we will also do the mapping in their capital 

cities with the promotion of your country), while the other four 

WPs are promotions of other branches of ‘Migration 

Soundscript 2021-2024’ from different project partners 

countries, which will also be activated in the public area of your 

capital city accompanied by the promotion of approximately 

two weeks where different workshops will be held. 

We, as project promoters, have absolute experience in 

developing this type of project and what we need now are 

partners from mentioned countries to make a content for 

mobile application, organize workshops and promotions (2021-

2024). 

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATIONS 
Partners currently involved 

in the project 

1 

 

Partners searched – which type of partner are you looking for?  

From country or region Serbia, Slovenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Northern Macedonia, 

Montenegro 



   

Preferred field of expertise  Strengthening cultural cooperation with and the 

competitiveness of cultural and creative industries in the 

Western Balkans. 

We are an art organization 'YELO-for interdisciplinary artistic 

process' in Zagreb, and we apply for EU funding for our new 

project 'Migration soundscript 2021-2024' in the 'Cultural 

cooperation projects in the western Balkans' apply.  

We are looking for partners from countries mentioned above 

wanting to participate in this proposal. The overall objective of 

this call is to foster reconciliation and good neighborly relations 

in the Western Balkans through cultural cooperation and 

creation.  

We search for our partners in all sectors whose activities are 

based on cultural values and/or artistic and other creative 

expressions. Those activities include the development, the 

creation, the production, the dissemination and the 

preservation of goods and services which embody cultural, 

artistic or other creative expressions, as well as related 

functions such as education or management, graphic design 

and web creation. 

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATIONS 
Please get in contact no 

later than 

10.March 2020 

 

Projects searched – are you interested in participating in other EU projects as a 

partner? 

Yes / no NO 

Which kind of projects are 

you looking for?  

 

 

Publication of partner search 

This partner search can be 

published?* 

Yes  

 


